I. INTRODUCTION Radar wavelength has been an important parameter involved in wind study. This proved by the development of with echoes of radar wavelength. Bragg scattering hypothesized that the ocean wavelength that interacts with the radar signal related proportionally to the wavelength of the radar echo. This produces the backscattering in radar image. Radar echo that interacts with radar signal during image acquisition process have a wavelength of 5-10 centimeters (cm). The wavelength range, in this condition lies within the wind wave wavelength domain.
Wind wave wavelength in other hands highly related to wind-wave interaction that caused by wind speed and direction on sea surface. Wind speed that capable to generate 5-10cm waves is 3 meter per second (m/s) [4] . Wind streak wavelet from higher wind speed has higher visibility compared to lower wind speed because it can produced longer wavelength that capable of modulating wind waves in producing backscattering coefficient. In this condition, the backscattering is visible at various angels of SAR. Hence, [2] , [3] and [4] had developed a technique to extract wind direction from SAR images from wind-induced streak information by multi-resolution analysis and wavelet transform.
MRA was applied on SAR images by computing the successive approximations with coarser spatial resolutions from an original image. Each level of approximations represents the decomposed wavelet that was subtracted to retrieve image wavelet coefficients that presents the different spatial orientations of wavelet signal. Thus, MRA is beneficial to obtain the interest wavelength before transforming the SAR wavelet signal in Fourier spectrum.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was developed to analyze and process the stationary and linear signals from wavelet coefficients obtained [8] . FFT separate low frequency signals from high frequency signals and the maximum value of Fourier spectrum located at the center of the window. The maximum spectrum of Fourier transformed image was linked to long wind-wave wavelength. However, this process performed well on longer wavelength produced by high wind speed (above 11m/s) [10] . The retrieval is straightforward because high wind speed produced clearly visible wind streak on SAR images.
Radar incidence angle, is a major influence of radar backscatter and determines the appearance of the target in the images [11] . The incidence angle helps to determine the direction of wind on images. In a flat surface, is the complement of the depression angle. A local incident angle can be determined for any pixel on an image. This in turn causes variations in pixel brightness (Jenson et al., 1998) . In general, determination of wind information also depends on the brightness of the pixel. Smaller results in more backscatter, although for very rough surfaces the backscatter is independent of (Lewis and Handerson, 1998).
This paper aims to introduce the enhancement of work done [3] and [4] by introducing a technique to derive wavelet coefficient of low wind speed area to detect coastal wind direction.
II. DATA ACQUISITION

A. Study Site
Pulau Langkawi was chosen because an average wind speed recorded averaged between 2-4m/s annually. Langkawi surrounded by an open ocean of Andaman Sea that merges into Malacca Strait and located at the west coast of Malaysia. Langkawi was affected to four different monsoons that circulate every year. This makes Langkawi to be directly affected by monsoon and its transition or inter-monsoon. The location of the study site was illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
B. Data Acquisition
Standard-2 and Wide-3 RADARSAT-1 SAR images were acquired over Pulau Langkawi, Northern Malaysia. The RADARSAT-1 SAR images were captured over the oceans on a continuous basis to support measures of geophysical parameters such as ocean surface winds. The SAR system aboard RADARSAT-1 satellite is a right looking radar, which acquires images at C-band (5.3 GHz) and at horizontal (HH) polarization in transmit and receive modes. The image detail was summarizes in Table 1 . Figure 2 showed the Standard-2 and Figure 3 is Wide-3 RADARSAT-1 SAR image captured over Pulau Langkawi, Malaysia as detailed in Table I . 
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Multi-resolution analysis (MRA)
Multi-resolution analysis was used to derive complete wind streak information of the detailed wavelet from an image; the wavelet coefficient. Multi-resolution representation facilitates an efficient compression by exploiting the redundancies across the resolutions. In this study, three levels of low pass filtering were applied to SAR image to obtain low-wind wavelet coefficient. Previous practiced on wind direction extraction study applied only two level of low pass filtering in order to enhance the wind streak. Wavelet coefficient was derived by subtracting the original image from high-frequency wavelet signal in obtaining low wavelet signal. Then, the pixel-to-pixel wind wave wavelet approximation from Fourier spectrum amplitude corresponds to wind wavelet direction. The direct comparison of wind direction extracted from Standard-2 and Wide-3 RADARSAT-1 SAR image using FFT and modified FFT was performed by using Quikscat data to test the most effective functions for wind direction extraction of low wind speed area.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section will explained and discussed the results obtained from wind direction extraction process by using wavelet transform technique.
A. Multi-resolution analysis (MRA)
The wind-wave wavelet from images had been applied three level of low pass filtering presents in Multi resolution analysis (MRA) process. The approximation window, the wavelet coefficient window has exactly the same pixel as the original image. The wavelet coefficient window has a spatial scale of 25-50m that corresponds to wind streak wavelength.. This analysis requires three level of low pass filtering to obtain the significant details of RADARSAT-1 SAR image used for further analysis that require finer resolution for spacefrequency localization to extract wind direction information of low wind speed. The 25-50m spatial scale image gives complete idea about the extent of the wind details at Langkawi captured in the image by exploits the wavelet redundancies across the resolution. The results of both original and enhanced approach in deriving wavelet coefficient window were provided in Fig. 5 for Standard-2 and Fig. 6 for Wide-3 image. resolutions thus increases the mean signal. Fig. 6 shows the mean signal of original approach of wavelet coefficient derivation, x[n] of Wide-3 RADARSAT-1 SAR image is 2.688E+3 with minimum and maximum range of 1.739E+3 to 3.823E+3. The enhanced approach of obtaining wavelet coefficient approximation, x 1 [n] showed higher coefficient of low pass synthesis filter with mean 2.710E+3 and ranged between 2.208E+3 to 3.455E+3.
B. Wavelet Transform (WT)
This section presents the results of retrieved wind direction from FFT wavelet transform function by using original and enhanced wavelet coefficient window. The wind direction extracted was compared to Quikscat wind direction data. Fig.  7 shows wind direction extracted from original and enhanced wavelet coefficient window from Standard-2 RADARSAT-1 SAR compared to Quikscat data. Quikscat wind direction data during Wide-3 data acquisition showed that wind direction blew at 213.88 southwestward) and wind direction extracted using original wavelet coefficient window showed that wind direction blew to South Southwestward at 206. 5 The regression analysis between Quikscat and derived wind direction from wavelet transform determines the efficiency of the enhanced techniques in wavelet coefficient derivation. Rsquared value represents the closeness of derived wind direction with Quikscat data.
High coefficient of determination value results is driven by the value that relatively closed to 1 and it indicates the ability of the function to recognize the uniqueness of wind direction data.Table III below shows the differences of original and enhanced low wind direction extraction using FFT function. The r-squared value of enhanced technique was slightly higher than the original and very near to value 1. Table II showed that the correlation and r-squared value for enhanced multi-resolution analysis produced higher value compared to an original technique. The enhanced technique applied on Standard-2 image produced 0.7895 correlation and 0.6233 r-squared value. Wide-3 images produced correlation value of 0.8052 and 0.6483 r-squared value. This showed that Wide-3 RADARSAT-1 SAR mode that acquired image at incidence angle of 39 -when compared to Quikscat wind direction.
According to the results performed by Fichaux and Ranchin (2002) , FFT wavelet transform decomposition with a triangular base function performs well in areas of high wind speed (up to 10 m/s and above) and the accuracy decrease when it was performed in low to moderate wind speed areas (4-9 m/s). Hence, the extension of their works in filtering very low wavelet frequency from high frequency wavelet can be assumed further as streaks caused by low wind speed.
The improvement of wavelet coefficient derivation technique has higher capability of detecting the highest and lowest backscatter structures in SAR images, provide the best results in this experiments. Certainly, FFT character as continuous and axis symmetry have played an important role in extracting streak structures even at low wind speed (3-5 m/s). Wind directions estimated by suggested method are highly correlated with Quikscat data. Based on this study, the improvement of wavelet transform method in order to perform reliable low wind direction extraction was performed.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We proposed a technique to retrieve wind direction from RADARSAT-1 SAR images acquired with HH-polarization in transmitting and receiving signal. The technique was proposed previously by Fichaux and Ranchin (2002) and Gladeston et al., (2010) to be applied in high wind speed region. The modification of the model at moderate to low wind speed area was based on the fact that wavelet coefficient signal can be assumed as wind-wave particle if the frequency of the wavelet is homogeneous.
